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Hazel Smith lived in England until she moved to Australia in 1989. She works in the area of experimental
poetry, text-sound and performance work, and has published widely in international magazines. Since

arriving in Australia Hazel has published a book of poetry titled Abstractly Represented: Poems and

Performance Texts 1982-90 , and she has also made two CDs, Poet Without Language ( RF005, 1994,

Rufus Records, Sydney) and nuraghic echoes: with the riting of the runda (RF025, 1996, Rufus Records,
Sydney). She lives in Sydney and teaches at the University of NSW . Hazel was interviewed by Barbara
Bursill, at Cronulla, in July 1995.

When did you first begin to write poetry?
I did write a bit of poetry when I was a child. I won a poetry competition when I was twelve but then I had
a long time when I didn't really write. I started again between 1978 and 1980, I had something published
in 1982. This was partly in response to the fact that I was working as a performing musician, as a
violinist, and I felt very much that I wasn't really doing anything creative. That may sound strange but I
felt that I was always reproducing other people's music. I felt that I wanted to express myself more and
really draw out my own creativity and so I started to write. I didn't feel drawn to writing music, I'd always
felt drawn to using words but, of course, my musical expertise came into that as well so it became a kind
of fusion.

Who or what has had the greatest influence on your poetry?
Well an absolutely massive array of things, so I couldn't possibly pick out one thing. I think the fact that
I've been a musician has been very important. I'm sure I would write in a totally different way if I hadn't
been a musician. The fact that I've been interested for a very long time in all the arts, including painting
and film, has made a big difference because my background isn't purely literary. And then I could pick
out a number of poets and people who've been quite influential. For instance my Ph.D. thesis was on
Frank O'Hara, the New York poet, and his work had a big impact on me. He is very innovative in the way
that he uses language and I'm very interested in trying to use language in unusual ways. I've also been
very influenced by the whole alternative tradition in poetry, for example the American tradition from
Gertrude Stein to the present day L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets. In that kind of work the emphasis is very
much on the workings of language, language first, rather than "I have something I want to say and I'm
going to find words to express it".

How do you write?
I'm fascinated by the process of writing and I've become more and more interested in that because I
teach creative writing at the University of NSW. I have a lot of different techniques for setting myself off
writing, quite specific things. It would actually take me days to tell you all the different things that I do.
The basic principle is that the process is very explorative. I don't set off with a specific idea in mind, and I
very rarely think as I'm going about my daily life 'oh I want to write about so and so'. Instead I sit down
and play with language as a way of generating ideas. In the past I tended to play, a tremendous amount,
with the sounds of words although I'm doing that slightly less now because I'm writing more prose and
sound isn't so all-encompassing. But I tend to play with language, a lot, in all sorts of different ways, and
let the language lead the way into the meaning. Sometimes it's a little bit more specific than that, but it's
very explorative in that I find the work as I go. The whole process of association is also very important in
my work: I move between concepts through association by sound and sense. Recently I've been reading
some Lacanian theory and what's really fascinated me is that the way the analyst deals with the patient,
when he or she interprets dreams, is rather like the way I write. I start off with a word and then I look at
the different meanings that word has and it takes me in different directions.

Is that a form of brainstorming?
Brainstorming really describes the situation where you sit down and let all sort of different ideas pour out.
My technique is related to that but its more specific and language-based. I sit down and take a word like
mirror and then see where that leads me which is slightly different from saying to myself "let it all hang
out", which I find sometimes blocks me a little bit. I take one or two words or phrases and follow a path,
and I think what I am doing is trying to see where that leads me on a kind of unconscious level. I will go



from the word mirror into another word, maybe mirage, and then I would ask, is that connection
interesting and if so why? What I'm doing a lot in my poetry is working metonymically, I'm going from one
thing to another which is associated with it, but often the associations are quite strange, I'm making what
I would call new metonymies, new lines of association between things. This idea of association is a bit
like the idea of stream of consciousness.

I was going to ask you about that. When I first read your poetry I thought stream of consciousness but

since I've read more I've thought, no, there's much more to it than that. But on first reading that is how it

came across.
I was using that expression partly because it's an easy one to latch onto. But I think you're quite right: it
is a bit different from that because I'm not just letting it all hang out, just seeing what comes, I'm using
linguistic association as a technical device. That's why I'm talking about metonymy, I'm using the idea of
association to get from one thing to another and I'm doing it in some ways quite deliberately and perhaps
over a very long time span. A lot of these poems took months to write.

So it's not an immediate activity?
No. For instance in the poem "Prayer" I took the words pray/prayer/I can't pray and just worked with them
and I thought of all the words that were suggested by 'prayer', by sound, and all the words which were
suggested by 'I can't pray'. I would permute the phrase, I would work with it by association, pages and
pages, there might be forty or fifty pages. Then I'd start to turn it into a poem. So if I put down 'prayer',
and then I get another word like 'layer' which seems interesting to go with it, and I like what I have arrived
at, I stop there, and I don't rationalise too much.

Diana Collecott, when discussing the idea that Lacan's mirror image represents the threshold of the visible

world, suggests that "it is precisely at the interface between dreaming and waking realities, between

primordial experience and socialised language, that poetry is located". Would you agree?
Yes I would do. I think people vary at exactly what point their work is actually situated. It's a kind of
continuum, isn't it, from the primal experience right through to the very socialised experience, and I think
every poet's work is situated somewhere along that continuum. Mine perhaps has tended to be more
situated towards the primal end, other poets may be situated more closely to the socialised end. I think
poetry is trying to deal with that kind of interface.

Could your poem "Poet Probe", from your collection Abstractly Represented, be described as your poetic

statement?
(Laughter) That's interesting. You mean my statement about what poetry is all about?

Yes.
I think that a lot of my poems, practically everything I've ever written, could be read as a statement about
writing poetry, and about language. Since my main interests are multiplicity of meaning, fluidity and
change I would never say "this is my poetic statement" but rather, this is a poem about what it means to
write and the way in which writing itself is a multiplicitous, elusive experience.

There appears to be a contrast between accepted masculine and feminine concepts in the poem. For

example the word 'probe' indicates a surgical instrument, something cold and technical, and again the

words 'triggers' and 'explodes' bring to mind guns and violence. At the same time there is the idea of

'multi-petaled' which immediately brings to mind the idea of a rose, a feminine image.
Yes. I think again that's very perceptive. What's exciting for me is when people pick these things out of
my poems. I couldn't honestly say that I consciously put that in, because again I was playing with the
language, I was just trying to see where the language took me. But it's exciting to me if people like you
draw my attention to something which has not struck me. This is happening a lot to me now. For
instance Joy Wallace has written some terrific articles about my work, and has come up with masses of
interesting observations about the poems, and what's happening is that I read her work and start
thinking "yes that is what I'm doing". So I'll probably go away now and think - that is what I'm doing
there, but I wasn't actually conscious of it. I think there is a dialogue about masculinity and femininity
going through a lot of my poems, but that particular interpretation hadn't actually struck me, and I think
that's a brilliant comment.

I think with your work too you can reread and reread and reread and the wonderful, exciting thing about it

is that something new, all the time, is coming. It's just a bombardment of ideas and it's very, very exciting.
Good. The artist Sieglinde Karl has worked a lot with my poetry, writing it into her visual pieces, and she
says that although she has written some of the poems out countless times she's always finding new



meanings. It's hardly surprising if people come up with interpretations that I haven't thought and that's
the way I want it to be.

The idea of magic is also very strong in the poem and this seems to be contrasted to more technical

concepts such as "rigging" which could be related to the activity of sailing and yet sailing for me, as a

woman, conjures up magic.
It's interesting. I thought very much about "rigging" as in the other sense of "rigging" which is tampering
with writing, making it the way you want it to be. I didn't think of sailing.

I saw "rigging" as associated with sailing, a technical concept, something that has to be done a certain

way, a formal thing, whereas rigging and sailing, for me, mean magic. You seem to be starting somewhere

and then turning back again and going out and then coming back.
There again I think that's extremely perceptive. There are contraries going through my poems all the
time.

But somehow they're always connected.
They dissolve into each other. They turn back on themselves. It's interesting because I said that Frank
O'Hara was influential on me. If you looked at Frank O'Hara's poems you probably wouldn't be able to
see any connection with my work, but this idea of taking concepts and then deconstructing them, turning
one into the other, is very central to his work as well. I'm very, very interested in that because that's
fundamental to my whole experience of being: everything is interconnected. I think what is terribly
interesting about writing for me is this mixture of extreme precision and extreme freedom. I'm very precise
in many ways about what I do and how I set about it and what my working procedures are. I could go
through my manuscripts with you and show you exactly every stage. And yet what I'm trying to do is to
get through to something which is, in a way, very mysterious and magical. I'm trying to touch on irrational
elements in our experience of life and also on things which really can't be said in language, but I do that
through a process about which I can be quite analytical. So I think you're right there in understanding
what I'm doing.

For some reason, as the reader, you are already thinking of magic in the second line with the word

"slightest", and yet this concept is not formally introduced until the fifth line with the idea of the wand.
Although the idea of dreaming is already there in the first line: "Her dreaming of the day redeems / the
slightest things as triggers". I think in my poetry dreaming and magic are often used to express the
irrational and non-intellectual. Although I'm never quite sure what dreaming is because in many ways I
feel that this whole idea that dreams are meaningful is a rather shaky concept, and I think you could just
as well say they don't mean anything at all. In my poem "Life Styled" there's a fair bit about dreaming but
I also refer to a paper by Crick and Mitchison called "The Function of Dream Sleep" which argues against
Freudian theories of dreaming. They argue that dreaming is a form of waste disposal, it's the means by
which our system gets rid of information we don't need any more, and it seems to me that an explanation
like that could be just as forceful as the idea that dreaming tells us a lot about the psyche. Dreaming,
nevertheless, is a metaphor which I have used a lot for these kind of irrational states that we don't really
quite understand.

For me this poem portrays a bombardment of ideas. It is somehow representative of the workings of the

poet's mind. It's a good example of the overlaying of material that is used in your performance piece "Poet

Without Language" only here the reader has only words to deal with.
Yes I think they're very similar. Obviously they both have lots of layers: you can see the connection in
technique between the two. But "Poet Without Language" has more dimensions because the voice is the
multi-tracked. So there are both horizontal and vertical relationships, in the piece, but I think, that's right,
that the same technique is essentially at work in both of them.

In the fourth line the idea of the camera is introduced, "a lens", a means of multiplying. The "mirrors" in

the fifth line seem to be removed by the multiplicity of the camera. As a feminist what significance does

the mirror hold for you?
I hadn't even noticed there were a lot of mirrors in these early poems. (Laughter) The mirror, and the way
we react to what we see in the mirror is such a paradox. In a sense you are trapped into looking into the
mirror, and you want to look into the mirror because it's you, but you're very unsure about what's coming
back about you. You're to some degree repelled by what's coming back. You're also a bit unsure if it's
you, and you're very unsure whether what's coming back is what other people see, and so you're always
thinking about what the relationship between you and that image in the mirror is, and I think that's what it
means to me. Right through my poetry I'm very, very interested in the whole idea of identity,



fragmentation of identity, multiplicity of identity, and the mirror is just such a marvellous way of actually
expressing it. But like all the things in my poetry I never want to keep that concept static. I never want to
say the mirror just means this in my poetry, it's just this one thing: I want it to be many, many different
things. So when I wrote my "Mirror" poem I kept turning around the idea of the mirror, trying to see what I
could do with it and where it would take me. There's that feeling of contraries all the time in the poem.

In "Poet Probe" the poet shows her power, her magic, by relinquishing "the rigging", the formality of the

expected.
I think she's hanging onto the rigging, and giving it up, so it's always a double motion, writing is
"rigging", and you can't escape from that. So it goes back to what I was saying before, there is always a
mixture of analysis and letting analysis go in writing. It's not a permanent letting go of the "rigging".
Whatever you want to do with the interpretation of the poem that's fine with me. You might read it in a
more unidirectional way than I'm talking about it. The idea that the "rigging" is sailing is just fantastic,
that had never even passed through my mind. I'm only too pleased if you see other dimensions in it or
read it another way. Maybe, for you, the poet does give up the "rigging". (Laughter)

The idea of the mirror is again introduced in the second last line, "the risk to find through otherness

herself".
Yes, yes that's right. One thing that did strike me very much was that the concept of the mirror is implied
a great deal in my poetry, without the word mirror actually being there. In my poem "The Woman" the
woman might seem to be mirroring the poet but the mirror is never introduced. There are a few implied
mirror images in some of my other poems, for instance in "The Nightmare" where there is the concept of
looking into a crystal ball.

And shadows seem to come into that area as well.
Yes. Shadows are metonymic with mirror. With "the risk to find through otherness herself" I don't quite
know what I am doing there but I'm playing with idea of the other as the self or the poet.

Do you think there are risks involved in being a poet?
Yes there's a risk in all this exploration because you don't quite know where it's all going to take you.
Sometimes it's really quite startling what actually comes out, and you look back and think how could I
have possibly written that, so writing is all about risk. The risks in the sorts of things I'm doing are very
great.

I would like to discuss two other poems from your collection, "Inside Out" and "More Menstrual Than The

Moon". These poems belong to a grouping you describe as "Earlier Poems". Could these poems be

described as personal?
It's very interesting isn't it. It depends what you mean by personal. Do you mean do I feel that they're
very much about me?

Yes.
It's a very interesting question. I don't very much go in for confessional poetry where people make it all
hang out and talk about their personal problems. I do feel very much that in any poem there is a very
high degree of fictionalisation, the "I" is always a construct and I think even when you're writing a purely
confessional poem you are constructing something and it's not quite you. So I would always say that
there's an element of distance from self in any poet's work, even if they say that it's all about them. In my
case the purpose of writing isn't to communicate to the rest of the world an experience I have had: I want
the actual act of writing to be an exploration for me. Then there's this whole business of working with
language. Anybody is working with language when they're writing but I take it to such an extreme degree
that everything I think or feel has to be mediated through language, so it's anybody's guess what comes
out at the end. My poem "Inside Out" was constructed, for instance, by putting words on pieces of paper
and then drawing them into interesting combinations: so I connected "mirror" and "tear" and made an
image. Then I took the phrase "inside out" and used it as a hook to string together these images and
created something I thought would be an interesting poem. It's then anybody's guess whether that's a
personal poem! In the end I feel everything I write expresses something about me, but it's a very
complicated and mediated experience and it's certainly not a question of - I wanted to say all these
things about myself and so I sat down and wrote this poem. Which was the other poem "More Menstrual
Than The Moon"?

Yes.
That probably came a little from thinking about the experience of menstruation but again probably I was



playing with language and the word menstrual came up. Certainly the poems "Tantrum" and "The
Friendship" did stem from personal experiences a bit more and some of my recent works, for instance

Nuraghic Echoes and The Riting of the Runda, have some transformed autobiographical material in them.

Your work is certainly evolving and it seems at a rapid rate.
Yes I think so and I'm most happy with these latest things I've done because in a way they're more
lyrical. It's a very complicated question: what is a personal poem? I have no neat answer to the question
of what is a personal poem. Perhaps in the earlier poems that was a bit more predominant and perhaps
it's coming back a little bit more now. Every word you choose expresses something about you, so it's all
personal in that sense.

The "me" in the poem "Inside Out" seems to be a poet waiting to be discovered, someone who is still

unsure about their art. It's as if they're waiting in the wings.
Yes I see what you mean. Again when I was writing it I didn't think of it in that way. I was thinking about
inner psychology. I was thinking very generally about things to do with inner feelings, instabilities inside
oneself that perhaps aren't very visible to other people, so that was the idea of "inside out". I'm very
interested in that, the idea that all these things are going on in inside our minds that other people can't
see, this sort of unknowable part of self. I'm also interested in the fact that when you have a relationship
with somebody, however well you know them you can't know what's it's like to be them and experience
all those things the way they do. We don't know how other people's psyches work and it was that kind of
thought that I was having when I wrote the poem. But I can see exactly what you mean.

For me the "ripe apples" are poems waiting to be written and the "rotting" apples are those poems that

have been discarded.
Certainly the "silent sea shells" I thought of as things within yourself that you can't fully express. I hadn't
thought about the poem in quite the way that you are suggesting but I think that's very perceptive.

Is the poet's identity questioned or established with the "mirrors thawing into tears"?
I think that's to do with the fluidity of identity, which is not stable and is moving all the time. Another thing
which fascinates me about the mirror is that it seems to be a solid thing. The idea of the mirror breaking

up or shattering (as it does in Nuraghic Echoes), or the idea of being able to put your hand in the mirror
which you'll see in the prose poem "Mirror", embodies the paradox that the mirror seems like a sheet of
glass but also poses the question, can you go through it, can you open it up, can you put your hand into
it?

The poem "More Menstrual Than The Moon" evokes a sense of self-doubt. The "daffodils" are "cowering

and trembling" and they seem to be representative of poems written by a poet who's without confidence, a

poet who's afraid of the critics. The critics could be represented by the neighbours casually cleaning their

revolvers. And again there is this masculine image of the firearms and yet it's found in a poem about

menstruation.
Yes. It's paranoid as well with the idea of the neighbours cleaning their revolvers. So I think you're
making a perceptive comment about that poem, it is about menstruation but maybe it's really about
self-doubt and paranoia and what other people think about you.

In the fable the tortoise wins the race. It seems that mirrors are preventing the speaker of this poem from

keeping up with the tortoise.
Again you're making a connection, a very interesting connection. The mirrors are actually negative in this
poem, whereas in some of the poems they're much more positive. In this poem mirrors are very much
tied up with the feeling of repulsion rather than attraction.

It has been suggested that "post-modernism will be seen as a baroque manifestation and women's writing

as the major movement of the late twentieth century".
To focus on the last bit first I think that women's writing will be seen as very important but whether it will
be seen as the most important I don't know. Racial difference and post-colonialism will be equally
important. But women's writing is definitely an incredible discovery and we're finding now that there have
been all these wonderful things written by women, through the ages, that nobody's known anything
about.

Would you describe yourself as a modernist or post-modernist poet?
It's a mixture. Some of the linguistic experimentation in my work comes from a long line of activity which
would go back into a certain type of modernism; it would come from what you might call the Gertrude



Stein line of development. Gertrude Stein is an alternative kind of modernist, and some people have said
that you can already see aspects of post-modernism in her work, so it would depend a lot of the
interpretation of the two concepts. My work goes back to an experimental tradition which was an
alternative type of modernism. As far as the post-modernism side of it is concerned the use of different
voices in my performance pieces, and the narrative discontinuities, are symptomatic of post-modernist
work. In the rhythmic performance poems, such as "Serpent Ex Spearhead", there is an attempt, to bring
together, linguistic exploration and rhythmic propulsion and I think that could be viewed as a
post-modernist synthesis.

In your prose poem "Variation" there are three characters, two female and one male.
That's an interesting observation. I thought of it as a relationship between two people, one male and one
female. I was trying to show the relationship from different subject positions, from inside to outside,
changing the perspective all the time. This mixing up of the sexes is part of that. I am interested, also, in
the way our identities slide between being male and female, and the idea of what it means to be male,
and what it means to be female.

The poem seems to be about the limitations of language.
It's about communication, the limits of communication. When I read the poem I'm never quite sure if it is
a very difficult relationship or quite a successful relationship. If it's a failed relationship then it's about the
limits of communication, but if it's about a more successful relationship then it's about the limits of
language.

It's also about the differences between male and female poetics: "He fails to talk until her words are willed

as styles."
Yes, it's about the different male and female ways of speaking, generally.

The image of the mirror is used to demonstrate the containment of identity: "In the mirror is a box I know

will hold me."
It's quite a claustrophobic image. You tend to think of mirrors as opening up a room, whereas here
they're making everything closed in and contained.

The mirror is also used to describe freedom from that restriction: "I'm in a room without a window or a

mirror."
It's paradoxical. The mirror is claustrophobic but it can also open up things.

Another of your prose poems titled "Mirror" uses the mirror as a central focus for the exercise of

questioning identity.
Yes, absolutely.

The mirror is female. Do you think of the mirror as more closely connected to the female?
I'm thinking of myself looking in the mirror and I think women tend to do that more than men. I suppose I
do tend to associate mirrors more with women, but of course there is a man in this mirror, so again it's
about fluidity of sexual identity.

Your performance piece, Nuraghic Echoes, is about the lives of three women who live in different eras,

but it can also be viewed as the one woman experiencing different phases in her life.
Yes.

Voice 3, in this piece, introduces herself with the question: "is the future formed from broken mirrors"?
It's the voice that's connected to the future but that's not necessarily the woman herself speaking; it's
someone speaking, now, about the future. I wanted there to be three image sources echoes, stones and
mirrors, and I wanted to set it up all at the beginning. I always like to have a network of images that I'm
working with. I wanted to use the mirrors because of their connection with identity, and also because of
the Lacanian idea of the mirror-stage where you pass into the symbolic order, and acquire language. The
piece is about language and creativity; the building of a stone structure is about the importance of the
creative impulse. I'm using the idea of playing with the mirror, breaking it, walking through it, in some
way getting past just looking into it and getting your reflection back. Maybe you have to break the mirror
in order to find your identity. Echoes and mirrors tie up very interestingly, as do shadows.

There's a sense of time travel when this woman: "looks on as the teacups gather up from broken pieces

on the table, and she walks backwards through the looking glass".

This section about the teacup gathering itself up came directly from reading Stephen Hawkings' A Brief



History of Time . He talks about how the universe is expanding all the time, and when the universe starts
to contract we'll get to the point where everything is going backwards, and he actually says something
about broken teacups gathering themselves up. The mirror is connected with time, and trying to go
beyond the usual structures of things, and not being limited.

Voice 3, in section 1bi, again speaks of the mirror and likens it to "a sheet of wrinkles".
This is the fear of ageing and the knowledge that you're looking in the mirror now but things can only get
worse. (Laughter) The mirror almost becomes the identity, here, and it's maintaining a sense of distance
from your own reflection which is important when you're looking in a mirror - it is only a reflection.

How did you create the new language that is first spoken by Voice 3 in section 1bi?
I took lots of words from the piece, and I cut them up into syllables, and put them back together again in
other words. I worked a little more freely than that afterwards and arrived at words that sounded
interesting. I used a grammar; I had nouns and verbs, categories of things which I used, and I tried, to
some degree, to use the grammar, but I also went beyond it and wrote more freely, and of course, as
often happens, it took on a life of its own.

It sounds wonderful when you listen to it being spoken during performance.
I was interested in the results, and I did think it sounded effective. I think it sounds effective partly
because of the accent I put on top of it as well - half eastern European, or half Welsh sounding
sometimes - a bit of a mixture. The eastern European affect was also interesting because my background
is Jewish, my grandparents were all Lithuanian, and it was weird that it started coming out like that. The

first time we performed Nuraghic Echoes on 'The Listening Room' I found enunciating the new language
incredibly powerful, and my eyes were actually watering which is very unusual for me if I'm performing. It
was an amazing thing and it's never been quite like that when I've performed it since; it was as if I was
really trying to say something. The character in the piece is trying to say something, and get through to
somebody, but it's beyond what she can express in words. It's a question of communicating emotions
without being able to understand the language.

Do you feel that this piece is autobiographical to some degree?
It's definitely has autobiographical material in it, however the material is transformed - I don't feel that I
am this woman or these women. I was Jewish and I married somebody who was not Jewish. I projected
this into the Nuraghic civilisation where the woman wanted to marry someone who was outside the clan
and because of this she was locked in a stone tomb. This difficulty becomes a source of creativity for her.
I'm always a little hesitant about saying such things because they can become a limitation on the way
people look at my work. That's why I didn't use a Jewish scenario because I didn't want to tie it down that
way. The idea of keeping within your clan, or within your tribe, is a very common concept, applicable to

many different situations. I use the same concept in my piece titled The Riting of the Runda , where the
woman tries to get away from her clan structure to do her own thing.

That's where the feminist perspective comes in?
Yes that's right, that's very strong as well, the idea of the woman making her own life. Super-imposed on
that is the idea of creating a new language in writing. So, in a way, it's a metaphor for doing your own
thing in writing, and not being intimidated by other people.

Who is the male figure in the section "Story"?
Again, I wanted him to be multifaceted, and he is many different things; he is the woman's lover, and he
is, metaphorically, a trigger for her creativity - he is the one who pulls out the stones. The male figure is
also connected to "time", he has to go, and that is related to the place of death in our lives; we can't
hang on to another person, they have to go back to the "stones", to where they came from. He also
symbolises time and continuity, that things have to go on. I suppose some feminists may have a problem
with the fact that he's the one who pulls out the stones. Do you think that?

Yes, I do.
There are two things I'd say to that. Firstly, that I think erotic love is very important and I don't want to
deny it. I enjoyed writing "Story" because I'd never before written anything overtly erotic. The other thing
is that I would see it as an historical allegory about the changing social position of women; they used to
be subordinate to men but now women are more free to direct their own lives. But more fundamentally
there's also the question of how much is he really a man?; he resembles her, he is something from her
past, is almost her alter-ego. He doesn't talk and yet he seems to know her wishes, and he's "offering
himself like an unwrapped gift". Maybe he represents the masculine principle.



Has coming to Australia, in some way, freed your creative spirit?
Definitely, very definitely. For a combination of reasons. It's partly that I like Australia a lot, I feel very
happy here, I like a lot of things about the cultural ethos, and I've had a lot of opportunity here. In
particular the ABC program 'The Listening Room' has presented a fantastic opportunity to go into the
studio and create performance works over several days - there's no equivalent programme like that in
England, at all. Having a really interesting job here, the teaching of creative writing in the university, has
stimulated me, too, because I've had to think about writing strategies for the students. Also coming to
another place makes you much more aware of history and location. I took a lot of things for granted in
Britain. Australia is at a very interesting point in its history and very conscious of creating its own identity.
I'm more interested in Australian culture than I was in British culture: I'm very proud to be an Australian
writer and to be part of all that. I never referred much to British culture in my writing whereas I'm very
interested in referring to Australian culture and places. This, in turn, has caused me to go back and think
about European culture and has resulted in my returning to European places (such as Sardinia in

Nuraghic Echoes) in my writing. I obviously don't know what would have happened if I'd stayed in
England but I've certainly felt a huge development in my work since I've come here.

Would you prefer your poetry to be reviewed by women rather than men?
No, I wouldn't say that, I want it to be reviewed by people who take an interest in it.

Do you think that women's poetry can only truly be appreciated by women?
No I don't. I'm a bit hesitant about getting locked into a women's world in which men can't participate.
There are so many different types of men, and I would like to think that it could be read by all sorts of
people.

Inside Out

if you turned me inside out
you would find
laughter rising out of drains
mirrors thawing into tears
clocks uncertain when to strike

you would find
a maze of stiles
where rusty bicycles are propped;
ripe apples weighing down the trees
or rotting slowly underneath

you would find
burnt, blistered shoulders
cooling in the salty ocean;
silent sea shells washed ashore
eager to exude their music

Poet Probe

Her dreaming of the day redeems
the slightest things as triggers
which safety of a single pose explodes
a lens which multiplies removes
the mirrors with her wand which waives
the rigging writing is
through demolition of the realms she means
with sleight of hand the tricks make break
a multi-petaled prose

She dreads to move because of where she treads
rise up themselves
in part imply the impact of the whole



the eyes which any everywhere
impose a mobile music
turning words to scents
removing her from where they tread to fear
the risk to find through otherness herself
the play she thinks is whole is art

More Menstrual Than The Moon

Skin pale and frail as strudel paste
stomach strapped tight like Japanese feet
aeroplanes swooping inside my head
I couldn't keep up with a tortoise
shooed away by mirrors
I bolt from vases that beg to be broken
tear open taps to ease the drought
or stiff as an exclamation mark
look out at the daffodils
cowering and trembling
while the neighbours
casually clean their revolvers
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